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Playing Detective with Full Text Searching Software Darrell R. Raymond Heather J. Fawcett Centre for the New Oxford English Dictionary University of Waterloo Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3G 1 ABSTRACT Searching large text databasesoften resembles detective work. We explored this notion with an experiment in which subjects used powerful full text searching software to solve problems about the Arthur Conan Doyle story The Hound of the Baskervilles. The experiment was conducted in two parts: in the first part subjects attempted to teach themselves about the software using only the documentation; in the second part, subjects used the software to answer questions such as What brand of cigarette does Watson smoke? The experiment provided a great deal of feedback about the usability of the software and the documentation. Among the results that have wider implications are the need for better display of context, and a need for careful documentation of the characteristics of full text searching.



1. INTRODUCTION. “I have in my pocket a manuscript,” said Dr. James Mortimer, “I observed it as you entered the room,” said Holmes. “‘It is an old manuscript.” “Early eighteenth century, unless it is a forgery.” “How can you say that, sir?” “You have presented an inch or two of it to my examination all the time you have been talking. It would be a poor expert who could not give the date of a document within a decade or so.” Sherlock Holmes may be able to tell everything about a document by observing only an inch or so, but most people need to see more of the document than that. We confirmed this hypothesis during an experiment involving PAT, a full text searching system constructed at the University of Waterloo for use with the online Oxford English Dictionary.’ Full text searching is becoming a popular means of accessing online text, partly because the necessary processing power is now widely available and partly Permission to copy without fee ail or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission.
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because semantic indexing of text is still an expensive process. However, full text systems place much of the onus of searching on the user, who must supply lexical strings that are likely to be used in the relevant text. How this process operates in the context of searching online documentation has not been well studied. An important goal in the present experiment was to evaluate the usability of PAT and its user manual.2 Although PAT has been successfully and extensively used over the last two years to search a variety of texts, all evaluations to date have been extremely informal. The interface to PAT at the time of testing was an interactive command-line system with a simple concordance display of the text. Figure 1 shows a screen dump of a typical PAT session. The user manual is task-oriented, making full use of examples wherever possible. Figure 2 shows the layout of the user manual. Our second reason for conducting an experiment was to discover more about the process of full text searching. In particular, we were somewhat baffled that other studies 3*4 had indicated grave deficiencies in full text searching, while our experiences seemed to indicate that full text searching was quite useful. We were particularly interested in situations in which users seek answers to specific questions, such as would be common in searching online documentation. We planned to have our subjects search a single large text. The experiment was conducted in two separate sessions: a training session and a searching session. In the training session, subjects were exposed to the documentation and required to solve some simple problems. In the
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% pat



/usr/newoed/hoLmes/houn Text searching system Copyright 1989 University of Waterloo



Pat
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>> "my dear Watson" 1: 10 matches >> beard 2: 18 matches >> pr sample.5  "It is not the baronet -- it is -- why.. 
 "A beard?" 249057, . . card!" eyes turned upon US t.. 67209, ..f bushy black beard and a pair of piercing cut square at the end, and a pale face. I d.. 90769, _. e had a black beard, 70631, . . no use for a beard save to conceal his features. Come in here, .. black-bearded figure, his shoulders rounded, as he tipto.. 170308, ..e tall, >> pr.200 [249057] -- it is -- why, 
 "It is not the baronet 
 “A beard?" 249057, _. card!" haste we had turned the bo it is my neighbour, the convict!" 
 "With feverish dy over, and that dripping beard was pointing up to the.. >> Stapleton near 3: 2 matches >> pr 134931, 246955,



rock



..d to see Miss Stapleton And Stapleton, . . instant.



sitting where



upon a rock by the side of the is he? He shall answer for this



t.. d..



>> done



Figure 1. Example PAT session. n



Your First Search



Your First Search



Searching



The first time you use PAT.the screen conventions will be unfamiliar. The facing page labels the important information on the screen.



, prow >> tall.



TheP+promptmeansPATis ready lo accept a command. Typing a prefix, word, phrase, number or other text after the prompt and pressing the Enter or Return key slarts the search, for example:



pattern 1: 9 marches 7 resun \ setnumber



prompt



>> tall



Whatyou type is oftenreferred short.



to



asa searchpatternorpattern for



search



pattern



After you enter a pattern. PATdisplays a line like the following: 1: 9 matches The number 1 is called the ser number. It names a set of results with a number so you can use it in further searches.Following the sef number is the result of the search. The number 9 is the number of times the pattern tall appearsin the exampletext.



set number



The pr command (short for print) shows one line of context around each occurrence of the search partem, for example:



P’ commend



95041, .., and saw the tall, austere figure



of



Holmes standing



motionless..



Thenumberin from standsfor the positionofthe firstcharacterofthe ’



mafch



match



match point



(referred to as the march poinf). In the example, the letter t in



tall is the95,641stcharacter inthe text. position



of match point



For each match. PATprints two periods followed by 64 characters (14 to the leftofthe matchpoint and49 to theright) followedby two more



periods.Norethatspaces andpunctuationaswellasleners,numbers. and other symbols count as characters.



0



Introducing



introducing



PAT



Figure 2. Layout of user manual.
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searching session, subjects employed PAT to search a text and solve more difficult problems. The use of two sessions allowed us to evaluate the documentation separately from the software. We selected Arthur Conan Doyle’s The Hound of the Baskervilles as the text to be searched. This text is large enough to benefit from computer assistancefor problem solving, but small enough to seem unimposing. Many people are acquainted with the main characters and intent of the document, but even those who might have read the story are unlikely to remember all its twists and turns. There is little overt structure other than chapters and paragraphs, and hence the document would not be cluttered with markup (as would have been the case with a dictionary or other reference text). Finally, we had ready availability to an online version of the text, and accessto a local Doyle expert for advice. It was also appealing that our subjects would be, in effect, acting as detectives within a detective story. The questions that comprised the searching task were chosen carefully with several criteria in mind. First, we wanted to engage the subjects’ curiosity. Second, we wanted a range of difficulty, to ensure that the subjects could solve some of the queries, while being unlikely to solve all. Third, we wanted questions that would suggest the use of most of PAT’S capabilities and test the limits of their understanding. Finally, we eschewed explicitly asking subjects to use a particular command to solve a given problem, partly because that seemed less realistic, and partly because their choice of technique would also be indicative of their knowledge of PAT. 2. METHOD. Eighteen subjects participated in the experiment. Two were secretaries, five were library staff, and eleven were undergraduates at the University of Waterloo. We chose users who we thought would exhibit a wide range of experience in the use of searching systems and computers in general. The experiment was conducted in two sessions. The first session was conducted with groups of between two and six subjects. Each subject was provided with a PAT manual, a ballpoint pen, a highlighter pen, blank paper, and a folder with the experimental material. The subjects first completed a simple questionnaire about their computer experience. Then the instructions for the remainder of the first session were read by the experimenter (the subjects also had typed copies of these instructions in their folders). The subjects were permitted to ask questions about the instructions or the experiment at any time. In the main part of the first session, subjects familiarized themselves with PAT by reading Lhe manual and attempting to answer ten PAT simulation problems. The problems required subjects to describe the input that would produce a given PAT output. Most of the problems could be answered by using the highlighter pen directly on the question page. The subjects were told that the problems



would not be graded, and that they were intended solely to guide their reading to the sections of the manual that we thought would be the most useful. This part of the first session lasted for one hour. In the final part of the first session, the experimenter discussed the problems. The correct answer for each problem was given, as well as an explanation of what the problem was intended to teach about PAT. Any questions raised by the subjects were answered fully by the experimenter, who tried to ensure that subjects had a complete and correct understanding of PAT’Sbehaviour. There was a one day gap between the first and second sessions. The second session was conducted with pairs of subjects. The subjects were provided with all the material they had used in the first session. The subjects were introduced to one another if not already familiar, then the instructions for the second session were read by the experimenter. The subjects were provided with a Wyse 75 terminal, capable of displaying 24 lines by 80 characters. PAT was started before the subjects’ arrival. After reading the instructions, the experimenter also told the subjects that he or she would be present during the session, behind a room divider, so that the subjects could be heard but not seen. The subjects were not told that their session was being recorded, or that the experimenter was observing their screen display on a slaved terminal. In the main part of the second session, subjects used PAT to sofve nine problems concerning the Arthur Conan Doyle story The Hound of the Baskervilles. The second session problems are shown in Figure 3. The experimenter did not interfere with the session unless the subjects inadvertently caused the terminal or PAT to suffer problems outside the bounds of the experiment. The subjects were encouraged to verbalize their problems and strategies as they searched? The main part of the second session took one hour.



1. Find the number of times Holmes says my dear Watson. 2. Which charactershave beards? 3. Which charactersare referred to as handsome? 4. Does Miss Stapleton sit on a rock? 5. What brand of cigarette does Watson smoke? 6. See how much you can find out about Mr. Stapleton’s physical features. 7. Which character is named most often in the book? 8. Which chapters include the phrase I assure you? 9. Who murdered whom? Figure 3. Searching sessionproblems. In the final part of the second session, subjects were given the answers to the nine problems and were debriefed about the session. The subjects then completed a
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questionnaire about the experiment, the documentation, and the software. Subjects were each paid twenty dollars for their participation. 3. RESULTS. No data was collected on the subjects’ answers to the problems in the first session, as we had informed the subjects that this session was not viewed as a test. Instead, we took note of the comments that subjects raised during the discussion period. Table 1 shows how many comments were made about different problems or uncertainties with PAT. Comments Operation syntax function Match Start



end



Commands dots prox



pattern



signif



0 0



2 14



1 11



2 4



5 29



4 1



1 1



2 0



13 2



20 4



total



Table 1: Distribution of comments from Session 1. The comments have been grouped by command, since subjects tended to identify problems according to commands rather than to specific questions. Examples of PAT’S commands can be seen in Figure 4, which shows the quick reference card.? Of the nine simulation questions we provided, 2 questions dealt with searching for a pattern, 3 with signif (used for searching by frequency), 1 with dots (used for searching within restricted regions of the text), 2 with shift (used for manipulating the display), and 2 with proximity commands (fby and near). The comments for each command have been subdivided into two major categories: those that deal with the functionality of the command (its syntax or how it works), and those that deal with how the text was matched. In the latter case, we use the terms “start” and “end” to indicate when subjects had a comment about the starting position of a match (for example, would a search for “in” match the suffix of “within”) and when they had a comment about the ending position of a match (for example, would a search for “in” match the word “inside”). Subjects had more difficulty with function than with syntax, and more difficulty with determining the start of a match than the end of a match. Subjects had many comments about the functionality of signif and dots but fewer problems with the text matched by signif and dots. Conversely, subjects had few problems with the functionality of the proximity commands but were confused about the positions of the matches. In particular, subjects thought it would be more natural to measure proximity as the shortest distance between any character of the two t Subjects did not have accessto this card -its of the results of the experiment.
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production was one



patterns, rather than measuring the distance between the starting point of both patterns. The remainder of the tables present results collected from the searching session, Table 2 shows a summary of the pairs’ usage of PAT commands. Since a single PAT command may consist of several parts, we counted each component separately and then summed them according to four categories: display of results (pr, shift, sample), proximity searching (near, fby), frequency searching (signif), and processing of restricted areas of the text including). The total number of (does, within, command components is also given, not including errors or patterns. Pair disulay 78% 65 73 83 82 56 55 85 72



Commands signif dots prox



total



16% 8 14 6 5 15 7 1 13



144 76 49 77 96 40 149 294 99



1% 9 6 0 2 21 6 4 5



4% 9 4 2 4 0 24 0 7



Table 2: Command Usage It can be seen from Table 2 that the majority of subjects’ effort was spent in displaying the search results, from a minimum of 55% of the command components to a maximum of 85%. The use of proximity commands was the next most frequent category, with the other categories amounting to less than 10% of the total except in two cases. The total number of command components ranged widely, from 40 to 294. Table 3 shows the number of patterns used by the pairs during the whole session. “Patterns” are both explicit search strings (e.g., whiskers) and positional values entered by the subjects (in PAT one is allowed to specify a position in the text by stating its offset from the beginning of the text e.g., [ 2 4 9 0 57 1). Three values are given: the number of string patterns, the number of unique string patterns, and the number of positional patterns. The most surprising observation is that in 7 out of the 9 sessions 30% or more of the patterns are repetitions. PAT provides facilities for accessing previous results, so either subjects were not using these facilities, or found it easier just to r-e-enter searches,or were not confident of the answers that they had received and wanted to double-check. Finally, Table 4 contains ratings of the subjects’ effectiveness in solving the problems according to two methods. For method A, the pairs’ performance in solving each of the questions was scored on a scale of 0 to 5, where 5 indicates complete solution of the problem and 0 indicates that the problem was not attempted. These values were summed and then expressed as a percentage of the



Examples



What You Can Do kcess Pat



Start and Stop Pat: start Pat Leave Pat



pat story done quit



stop Find Occurrences



Find out how often somethingappears: A word Words that start as specified A pluase A range of numbers or letters



Print Context



Seesome context around each match: One line of text More characters to right More characterson both sides See some context around selected matches: A specific match A specific set of matches The previous set of matches A sample of 20 matches



Search by Proximity



Search by Frequency



Restrict Searching Area



Find text near to or far away from other text: A word near another (within 80 characters) A word followed by another (within 100 characters) A word not near another (not within 20 characters) A word not followed by another (not within 80 characters) Find text that appears often: The most frequent word or phrase Ahatstartswithgreen The 10mostfrequentwordsorphrases ...that start with upon The most frequent three-word phrase ... that starts with the The longest repeatedphrase(s) Jhatstarts withone -that are longer than 20 characters



pr pr.200 pr.200



shift.-100



pr.500



[12345]



pr 5 pr % pr sample.20 war



near



peace



war fby.lOO peace war not near .20 peace war not fby peace signif "1' signif "green I' signif.-lO 'I" signif.-lO "upon signif. 3 “” signif. "the " lrep I"' lrep



lrep.20



“one



'1



”



"one



W



Find text within a pre-defined area: Find moor within chapters Find start of chapter(s) containing moor ...tbat contain 5 or more references Print to end of chapter



moor within dots chap dots chap including moor dots chap including.5 moor pr.docs.chap



Create your own area to search Define paragraph components Find hound within paragraphs Find start of paragraphscontaining hound print to end of paragraph



para = dots “
“. . “-C/p>” "hound 'I within *para *para including “hound ‘I pr.docs.*para



Figure 4: Quick Reference Guide to PAT.
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Pair



Patterns positional alphabetic total unique 123 91 39 59 77 74 148 95 79



ii;



5 17 2 31 18 0 2 2 3



31 53 42 41 63 44 40



Table 3: PatternUsage maximum possible score. Method A treatsall questionsas having equivalent value, and involves some subjectivity about how much of the question was completed. For method B, the questions were weighted according to the number of distinct facts that were considerednecessaryto solve the problem, and then expressedas a percentageof the maximumpossible score. In methodB, determiningthe brand of cigarette that Watson smokes counts for only 5 percent of the total score. while determining Mr. Stapleton’s physical features (light hair, grey eyes, primfaced, lean-jawed, between thirty and forty years old) counts for 25 percentof the total score.Six of the nine pairs performed well according to method A (i.e., achievedpart of the answer to the majority of the questions), but only two pairs maintained a high rating under method B (i.e., completeda majority of the work). Pair



Solutions A B 60% 71 27 89 a



25% 40 15 80 35



:: 82 56



2; 70 25



Table 4: Effectiveness Regressionanalysis was performed using Perlman’s ISTAT package.6The number of display commandsused was correlated to method B solution values (F(I,7)=6.54, p=O.O37)and the number of proximity commandsusedwas inversely correlated to the method B solution values (F(I,7)=8.82. p=0.021). Hence better performance was correlated with greater use of display functions, but somewhat surprisingly, was correlatedwith lesseruse of proximity functions. We noticed that group 6 had a significant influence on this latter result, since their performancewas the lowest and their use of proximity functions was the
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highest. Elimination of this group from the analysis still results in a marginally significant fading for correlation of proximity and method B solution value (F(I,6)=5.53, pO.O.57). No other correlationswere detected. At the end of session2, subjects answereda questionnaire about the tasks they performed, PAT, and the documentation. Not all subjects answered all questions, partly because some pairs did not attempt all the commands. 14 of 18 subjectsrated the tasks as above average in difficulty. 7 subjects said they were most successfulat question 1 (“my dear Watson”). 4 subjectsdid not indicate a specific task, but did indicate that they felt most successful with simple searches.When askedwhich tasks they felt least successfulin solving, 9 subjects chose the “beard”, “handsome” and “murder” problems. 4 other subjects indicated problems of this type by giving answers such as “those involving context searching.” The secondpart of the questionnaireasked subjects to evaluate PAT. Not surprisingly, the signif and dots commandswere considered the hardest commands. signif was rated as above averagein difficulty by 7 out of 16 subjects; dots was rated as above averagein difticulty by 8 out of 15 subjects. The rating of the documentationfollowed the same trend, with 7 out of 17 subjects rating the explanation of signif as above averagein difficulty and 3 out of 16 rating dots the same. The reason the documentation of dots fared considerabrybetter than the rating for the command itself may be that the experimentalproblem was quite similar to au examplein the documentation. 4.DISCUSSION. The results of commandusageshow clearly that seeing an inch of document (or in the caseof PAT, 65 characters) of context around a match is not sufficient except in the simplest of cases.The majority of subjects’ commands to PAT were to display text. Furthermore,the subjectswho expended more effort on display generally did better in finding results - whereas,by contrast, we did not observe that those subjects who used more searchpatterns or who used more of PAT’Sfeaturesexhibited better performance. These results suggest that improving display capabilities will reduce effort while keeping performancehigh. Consider, for example, that each search result in PAT requires an explicit display command, and most search commandsare followed by a display request.A large fraction of this effort could be avoided if PAT’Sdefault were to print a sample of the results. Another problem is the lowlevel nature of PAT’Sdisplay operations,requiring that the user specify an absoluteposition and a range of characters to be displayed, as is shown in Figure 1. Apart from being tedious to use, number-basedspecificationswere confused by our subjectswith the numbersthat occur in the text, the numbers used as parameters to PAT commands, and the numbersthat are assignedto the results of previousqueries. Avoiding this type of conflict is a prime requirementof an



improved display system. A more subtle indication of the need for improved display arises from the problems Who murdered whom? and Find Stapleton’s physical features. These were the most difficult problems the subjects had to solve, partly becausethe answers could not be found in one section of the textt. Even where the answersare given, long stretches of text separatethe description of the event or person and the mention of a name. Furthermore, common structural cues such as sentencesand paragraphswere not directly availablefor searchor display. Theseproblemsmeant that it was more difficult for subjectsto acquire reasonableevidencequickly, and so they tended to give up and move on to someother clue. The secondmajor problem we noticed was that subjects were not clear about the distinction between lexical and semanticsearching,nor were they awareof the separate roles of the document and the index in detemining what could be found. In solving the query Which characters have beards?, for example,somepairs would enter bear&, since the plural of “beard” does not appear in the story, they decided that none of the charactershad beards. The following set of queries also provides interesting evidence of the mistakennotion that PAT searchessemantically: >> dots



chap including



characters



with



beards



>> ( “beards4* on characters) within dots chap >> (“beard” of characters) within dots chap >> I1 bearded characters ” within dots chap >> *chap including (“beards” on characters)



Each of these queries is syntactically faulty; however, the important observation is that the subjects are showing their confusion about the distinction betweenlexical and semanticsearching. The suggestiveconnotationsof the command variables including and within has led subjectsto supposethat PAT understandssemanticrelationships, such as the relationship between people and beards. It has also suggestedthe use of other prepositions like “on”, “of”, and “with”, which seem more reasonable descriptions of the relationship between people and beardsthan “within” or “including.” Further evidenceof the confusion between semantic and lexical searching is provided by the varieties of patterns submitted by the subjects. For example, to solve the beard problem, subjects tried beard (18 occurrences), t Stapleton murders Baskerville and &l&n, and attempts another murder. However. several facets of the story lead to confusion: the hound does the actual king; Stapleton is also a Baskelville, unbcknownst to the other characters; Stapleton himself thinks that he has killed Sir Charles, when really he has killed Selden in Si Charles’s clothing; the main murder takes place chronologically before the events lhat make up the texi of the story. Stapleton’s physical features are described in several places, including when he is in disguise as a spy in a cab (the cabman thinks he is Sherlock Holmes) and when he appears in a painting on a wall of Baskerville Hall.



beards (0 occurrences), bearded (3 occurrences),facial hair (0 occurrences), and hairy (1 occurrence). bearded found no new evidencebecauseit is prefixed by beard, and hairy does not refer to a character in the story. What is



interesting about these words is that they seem to be unlikely lexical variants. Subjects appear to be treating PAT as if it were a systemfor looking up keywords; that is, they chose words that were synonymouswithout considering whether they were likely to appearin the text. A last important observation involves the comparison of subjects’ problems in the two sessions.In the first sessionsubjectshad problems with understandingthe concept of signif. Considering its multiple forms, non-intuitive syntax, and rather foreign functionality of signif, confusion is not surprising. We counted at least eight different misinterpretationsof signif. Perhapsits difficulty causedsubjectsto focus on s ignif, as 4 of the 10 pairs consideredits use in the secondsessionto find the number of occurrencesof my dear Watson. 3 of the pairs actually enteredthe query signif my dear Watson. That subjectsshould attempt to solve the simplestproblem with the most complicatedof PAT commandsis less a difficulty with signif than an indication of the subjects’ misunderstandingof the basic functionality of PAT. Similarly, the first session suggestedthat subjects had considerabledifficulty with understandingthe limits of matching for the proximity functions. These difficulties did not surface during the searching session, possibly becauseprecision in proximity was not required. Subjects appearedto be comfortablewith the notion of proximity in the training session. Their use of it in the secondsession, however, was correlatedwith poorer performance.A possible explanation is that proximity-based functions were diverting them from more productive activity. The results related to signif and the proximity functions show that the training session was exposing problems other than those that showed up in the searching session. Hence the experimental methodology provided feedback that would not have been obtained if we had combined the two sessions. Both sessionsexposed a large number of problems with the specifics of both PAT and the documentation. For example, the command pr . 100 prints 100 charactersof text to the right of the match; subjectsissuedthe command Pr- - 10 0, hoping for text to be displayed to the left of the match. This extrapolation, although syntactically invalid, was perfectly reasonable since other commands in PAT have signed parameters. The desi n of the system should accommodatesuch extrapolations.ri Similarly, the experiment provided feedback on the flaws and inadequaciesin the user manual. Perhapsthe most obvious of thesewas the confusing phrase “character sequence” which was employed to describe text being matched or used as a searchpattern. This terminology contributed to the confusion about whether PAT matchesthe start of words and also the middle of words: subjects thought that the phrase “character sequence” meant the latter. Another problematic term was “dots”, a word usedboth as a short form
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for “documents”, (subcomponentsof the text) and as part of hvo PAT commandsthat empIoy subcomponents.Some subjects thought “do& meant a text file, as opposed to subcomponentsof the text. Although the PAT syntax was not altered, the mannal was revised to use the term “text component.” 5. IMPLICATIONS.



Online documentationcan be searchedwith full text tools in much the sameway as The Hound of the Baskervilks. In both situations, users are looking for just enough information to answer a question or confirm what they already suspect. This type of searching is quite different from traditional library searching, where the goal is retrieval of all information relevant to a query. Therefore some of the problems we have described and results we have obtained will be more useful in addressingfull text systems for online documentation than will previous researchin library searching. We found that users have some difficulty with both the concepts and the syntax of PAT. Documenters must ensurethat usersunderstandthe differencebetween searching for lexical strings and searching for semantic categories,especially since usersare more likely to be familiar with the latter. While it is simple to introduce usersto full text searchby meansof examples,it will ultimately be necessary to explain why and how full text searching works, and why it can fail to provide answers. Every document will differ on many aspectsthat affect even the simplest search; for example, which points of the text are indexed, which words or charactersare ignored, the caseor punctuation-sensitivity, and which subcomponents are defined. Similarly, the particular searchingsoftware has its own characteristics; for example, morphological support, the interaction of a query with the current session,and the treatment of queries as prefixes, suffixes, whole words, or phrases. All these issuesinteract in a complex fashion that results in an environmentseenby the useras “the system.” It is interesting to note that differentiating between these issues is seen by the novice as unnecessarycomplexity, though the serious user must regard them as essentialfor effective useof the software. It is also important that users have accessto good context display tools so they can navigate around their matches.At the Centre for the New Oxford English Dictionary, we have built a context display tool to addressthis problem. Users now take advantageof the powerful searching capabilities of PAT, but leave the context display to LECTOR,a tool for flexible display of tagged text. 8 Multiple invocations of LECXORcan be used to provide several simultaneousviews of a text. Figure 5 showsPATand LECTORbeing used to search the online version of the user manual.Each LECTORwindow provides a different context, suppressingvarious parts of the manual and varying the formatting. Thus in addition to displaying the user guide in its entirety, sectionsof the Guide havebeenexposed(based on underlying tags) to createother views of the text. Figure 5 shows a display of the headings,a display of the example
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commands,and a display of the glossary terms. Where the match is visible, it is highlighted. We found our experimental method of testing the documentationin isolation provided us with severalbenefits. First, we could trace documentationproblems directly to the documentation.For example, the problem subjects had with determining whether PAT was searchingfor words or characterswas largely the result of inappropriate terminology in the manu& Second,we could direct the user to the parts of the manual that we thought needed the most attention. By forcing users to rely exclusively on the documentation without the benefit of trial and error use of the system, we identified places where the documentationwas incomplete or inadequate. When the information was incomplete or not comprehended,subjects relied on their intuition. Their commentsprovided us with input on how they expected the system to work. This method may be advantageousin the early stagesof software and documentation development,when a paper prototype could be used to obtain feedback for the design of the user interface and functionality of the system.9 The experimental method also had certain costs. First, it required subjectsto attend two sessions.Second,as a training method it proved inadequateand perhaps more confusing than permitting subjects to use the software immediately. Despite the hour-long sessionwith the documentation and the followup discussion,many subjectsstill had problems with the basic conceptsand functions of PAT. One pair of subjects still had not grasped the notion of searchingfor lexical strings in the text. As a result, we cannot recommenduseof this strategyfor training. 6. CONCLUSIONS.



Full text systemscan be extremely useful for searching online text, particularly when the searchingproblem is a fact-finding one rather than one of retrieving all relevant documents. Empirical evidence suggests that users are more effective when they can see more of the text, so it is important to provide good display tools. We did not find that creativity or the useof more esotericsearchingfeatures provided better results. The documentationof full text systems is complicated by the strong interaction between document,index, and software. 7. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS.
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